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“Enchanting and mesmerizing!” —PATTI CALLAHAN, New York Times bestselling author of
Becoming Mrs. Lewis A storied castle. A band of rebels. A nation chasing a centuries-old
dream of freedom. And three women who rise above it all . . . When Laine Forrester travels
overseas to attend her best friend’s vineyard wedding, she expects to find the bride on the
brink of a fairy-tale life. But after a series of unforeseen setbacks, it seems the storybook lives
they’d imagined are suddenly ripping apart. With hopes of resurrecting a happy ending, Laine
agrees to accompany the newlyweds to the groom’s home in Ireland—never expecting she’d
be the one drawn in by its wide-open moors, backroads bordering the Irish Sea, and a
mysterious castle that dares to keep its secrets hidden. From the storied streets of Dublin to
the shores of the Emerald Isle, Laine is drawn in to the land and its rich history. The castle
ruins whisper stories of Issy—a photojournalist battling through the 1916 Easter Rising, and
Maeve—the castle’s lady of legend, fighting for survival through the 1798 rebellion that started
it all. Spanning more than two centuries, Castle on the Rise unites the legacy of three women
who must risk mending the broken places within for life, love, and the belief that even through
the depths of our pain, a masterpiece of a story can emerge. “Castle on the Rise perfectly
showcases rising star Kristy Cambron’s amazing talent! Perfect pacing, lovely prose, and an
intricate plot blend together in a delightful novel I couldn’t put down. Highly recommended!”
—Colleen Coble, USA TODAY bestselling author of Secrets at Cedar Cabin and the Rock
Harbor series “Cambron’s latest is one of her best. Gripping and epic, this intricately woven
tale of three generations seeking truth and justice will stay with you long after the last page.”
—Rachel Hauck, New York Times bestselling author
He knows things about her that no one could know; he makes her feel things she never knew
she could feel … and he's come back to warn her that a killer is watching her. Although Katie
grew up in Possum Holler, Georgia, she feels isolated and disconnected from the town’s
residents—aside from her loving but oppressive husband. And while her job as his vet assistant
is fulfilling, her growing discontent becomes uneasiness when local girls start disappearing.
Then, the boy who helped her through a horrible time in her childhood, and who was sent away
because of that help, has come back to town. Spooky Silas, as he was known then, helps open
her eyes to the emotional manipulation of the man she married, encouraging the return of her
feisty self. But that’s not the reason Silas has returned. He knows something about the
missing girls. And he knows Katie is next. He has always loved Katie but stayed away to keep
her safe from the shadowy abilities he possesses. Those abilities may help, or they might
ultimately plunge her into more danger as he grows closer to the killer … whose face is
terrifyingly familiar. ????? "Tina has unforgettable female protagonists and action-packed,
almost haunting plotlines." – Janet Evanovich New York Times bestselling author ????? “What
a breathless suspense! From the first page of this book to the last … it's totally riveting and you
cannot put your book down at all!” – Vine Voice ????? “Grabbed me from the start kept me on
the edge of my seat.” – Goodreads Reviewer ????? “I was on the edge of my seat, and at
times I was yelling at the book. Tina had me from the beginning til the very end.” – Goodreads
Reviewer
"Very entertaining. I highly recommend this book to the permanent library of any reader that
appreciates a very well written mystery, with some twists and an intelligent plot. You will not be
disappointed. Excellent way to spend a cold weekend!" --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto
Mattos (regarding Murder in the Manor) PERISHED BY A PAINTING (A LACEY DOYLE COZY
MYSTERY—BOOK 6) is book six in a charming new cozy mystery series which begins with
MURDER IN THE MANOR (Book #1), a #1 Bestseller with over 100 five-star reviews—and a
free download! Lacey Doyle, 39 years old and freshly divorced, has made a drastic change:
she has walked away from the fast life of New York City and settled down in the quaint English
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seaside town of Wilfordshire. Fall has arrived in Wilfordshire, bringing with it Fall festivals of
food, charming holidays and refreshing return to simple normalcy. To celebrate their new
proposal, Lacey and Tom finally get a romantic countryside trip together, and Lacey is thrilled
to stumble upon a rare painting in the most unexpected place—a shack on the side of the road.
But Lacey has no idea how rare and valuable his painting actually is. When she finds out the
shocking news, she grapples with whether she should return it—when a shocking twist and a
dead body put her right in the middle of a crime that she must, with her beloved dog at her
side, solve—or else lose all that she has worked for. SILENCED BY A SPELL (Book #7),
FRAMED BY A FORGERY (Book #8), and CATASTROPHE IN A CLOISTER (Book #9) are
also available!
Eliza Knight's bestselling Scottish historical romance series, The Stolen Bride Series, is back
with another amazing tale of adventure, passion and love! Ceana Montgomery had notions of
marrying for love after her first disastrous marriage ended in widowhood. But now Robert the
Bruce has ordered her to marry a stranger, securing a strong alliance and ending a decadesold feud. Already used as a pawn once in marriage, she is devastated that she will once more
have to give up her happiness in order to please the edicts of men. And while the braw warrior
standing before her might incite feelings inside her she thought long since buried, desire is a
far cry from love.The rivalry between Brochan Lamont and his twin brother, John, began in the
womb, and only grew worse from there. They were pitted against each other in childhood, and
their father left them with a legacy that was a race to the finish-whoever has an heir first
inherits the lands. The only problem is that Brochan has given his loyalty to the Scots, and his
brother to the English. In order to keep the lands and ships under Scottish control, Robert the
Bruce demands Brochan marry to break the iron-clad will. His new bride harbors a fiery
temperament that lures Brochan into stoking her passions instead of her ire.Aligned to
strengthen the Scottish claims on the realm, Brochan and Ceana must work together to
overcome the obstacles that bind them. But perhaps seeing their duties through does not have
to be as painful as they both predicted. Is it possible that love can be forged from a union born
in alliance? Maybe Fate knew all along just who was meant for who...
Love can be blinding and by the time the truth shines through, it's to late to escape.
Fame.Fortune.Success.Is that too much to ask?All I need is to catch a break. To snag the
attention of someone important. Someone who can help make my career everything I want it to
be.Joseph was that man. Until the night the lights went out and I left with someone else.
Someone who stole my breath and made me want for things I'd never considered before. I
should have known better than to trust a stranger. Especially one of his stature and class.
Money means power and power means control.Over my heart.My career.My entire life.My
dreams died the moment I agreed to his terms and a new chapter in my life began. I was
blinded by my love for him and thought nothing would ever change the way I felt.Then I
uncovered the truth about him. About the kind of man he really was and the secrets he paid
good money to keep hidden from everyone.Now I'm trapped, with no way out. Book 1 of 2 in
the Storm Series.
Get ready for double the trouble and twice the fun in Ross's 10th Miss Julia adventure.
She’s running for her life. He’s the safe haven she never expected to find. The holiday
season is about to get HOT. Hiding out for the holiday season in the heart of the South? Not
something that Haley Quick ever expected to have on her to-do list but then…she never
expected her ex to want her dead, either. Turns out, life is full of surprises. Time to deal. Haley
has ditched New York for a crazy little dot on the map known as Point Hope, Alabama. It’s a
town gone extra crazy for the holidays, and Haley is sticking out like a sore thumb with her very
much Grinch-self. But enter sexy sheriff Spencer Lane…Tall, muscled, and made with an extra
dose of sex appeal, he is exactly the kind of man that Haley should be avoiding. He’s
charming, he looks way too good in a Santa hat, and, oh, yes, he’s her new landlord. The hits
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just keep coming. She can’t afford to let Spencer learn all of her secrets, a tough job since she
is living with the man. No sex, though. It’s purely a business relationship. Except…the holidays
in the South sure do get HOT. Or maybe that’s just sexy Spencer. Usually, Haley falls for the
bad guy. It’s the whole reason she’s running for her life. She can’t help but wonder…What
would it be like to fall for a man like Spencer? He just got his Christmas wish. Sheriff Spencer
Lane can’t believe his luck. The most beautiful, fascinating woman he’s ever seen has just
dropped into his life like a gift from, well, the big guy in red. Only the problem is that Haley
seems to think Spencer is some by-the-book, nice guy. Probably because of the badge. And if
she wants him to be the hero, that’s a role that he’s happy to play for her. But the truth is,
Spencer has plenty of darkness inside, too. An ex Navy SEAL, he knows how to get sh—um,
stuff done. He also knows how to be very, very naughty. When danger threatens his Haley, all
bets are off. No one is going to hurt her. No one is going to threaten her. Not in his town. Not
on his watch. The nice guy will show Haley just how bad he can be. Fake snow, a parade of
wild elves, and a stalker ex don’t make for the merriest of times, but in Point Hope, anything
can happen—and it usually does. Ready for a steamy story that will get you in the ho-ho-ho
spirit? Settle back, curl up with Spencer, and have yourself a jolly old time.
One cowboy, one bar, one hell of a holiday! Praise for Carolyn Brown's country music
romances: "You won't want to miss this boot scootin' contemporary full of sexy cowboys and
sassy women."-The Romance Studio (My Give a Damn's Busted) She means business...
Sharlene Waverly is determined to have the "new and improved" Honky Tonk up and running
before the holiday. For that, she'll need Holt Jackson, the best darn carpenter in the state. But
his warm, whisky-colored eyes make her insides melt, and before she knows it, she's sharing
her darkest secrets and talking about the nightmares... He's determined to keep things
professional... Holt Jackson needs the job at the Honky Tonk, but is completely unprepared to
handle the beautiful new bar owner he's working for. Sharlene and Holt try like crazy to deny
the sparks flying between them, but their love may just be the best Christmas present either
one of them ever got. Praise for I Love This Bar: "Heart...sass...a lot of sparks and
romance...country music. What more can I say? I really had fun with this book."-Red-Headed
Book Child "Guaranteed to leave you countrified and satisfied!"-Love Romance Passion

To love a Dark One is to invite death... It is wrong to love her. It is worse to want her. It
is sin to consume her. I desire all three. I've been given thirty days to prove my love to
another immortal--as a human. Cursed to use nothing but the side of myself I've always
despised to win her affection. I am Cassius, the King of the immortals, A Dark One. And
today I tasted fear for the first time. How can I win her when my human emotions
overtake every ounce of logic I possess? A darkness is brewing. One I cannot stop as a
human. One that Stephanie, my love's visions, have shown will be my end. Thirty days
ago I was King of the immortals. Today I know fear. Today I know how I will die. By her
hand. The woman I love.
Here is the dramatic story of Scandinavia - from its earliest Germanic origins and Viking
sea raids to its battles for independence and its involvement in World War II. Denmark,
Finland, Norway, and Sweden, writes award-winning historian Ewan Butler writes,
struggled through unions and separations, with both outsiders and each other,
developing their own personalities and languages yet retaining their ancient
connections.
Jason is a cynical rich playboy. He doesn’t take life seriously, He doesn’t believe in
settling down. Eileen's thirtieth birthday is almost here. But as always she's her
parent’s afterthought. Her family is too busy planning a shotgun wedding for her older
sister—and she has to help. It’s just another year where she’s overlooked. But the best
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man is smoking hot and actually notices her and makes her feel special. Jason doesn’t
believe in commitment, but Eileen intrigues him. She’s not the kind of girl he usually
hooks up with. She doesn’t even fall for his charm. He’s made it his task to convince
her that he’s not the shallow man she thinks he is. But can Jason give up his playboy
lifestyle to become what Eileen needs?
How to Lose a Guy in Ten Days meets Accidentally on Purpose by Jill Shalvis in this
head-over-heels romantic comedy.
The Sunday Times top ten bestseller 'The best kind of thriller - step by all-too-plausible
step we're sucked into frantic, breathless action ... Perfect." LEE CHILD You never
know where danger may come from... 6.45am. A sweltering London rush hour. And in
the last 29 minutes, seven people have been murdered. In a series of coordinated
attacks, seven men and women across London have been targeted. For journalist
Famie Madden, the horror unfolds as she arrives for the morning shift. The victims have
one thing in common: they make up the investigations team at the news agency where
Famie works. The question everyone's asking: what were they working on that could
prompt such brutal devastation? As Famie starts to receive mysterious messages, she
must find out whether she is being warned of the next attack, or being told that she will
be the next victim... Readers love KNIFE EDGE: ***** 'Grabs you on page one and
doesn't let you go.' ***** 'Chilling, intriguing, intelligent, deeply shocking and very
current.' ***** 'Everything I look for in a thriller; twists, turns and red herrings galore.'
***** 'It was impossible for me to stop reading.'
Are you ready to get Wilde? Enemies-to-lovers, second chance romance, and a hot
opposites-attract tale…you’ll find everything you want in these three best-selling “Wilde
Ways” romance novels. The set includes the three full-length, stand-alone romances:
PROTECTING PIPER, GUARDING GWEN, and BEFORE BEN. PROTECTING PIPER
(Wilde Ways, Book 1) Eric Wilde has always known that Piper Lane isn’t for him. She
is his younger brother’s best friend…and probably more. But that hasn’t stopped Eric
from wanting her, from longing for the one woman that he can’t have. Sure, he’s rich,
successful—he’s built a security empire, and he’s got the world at his feet. Only he
doesn’t have her. Free-spirited Piper Lane has always considered Eric to be the
enemy. He’s seemed to resent her, and the guy just flat-out makes her nervous. Every
time she’s around him, she winds up doing something horribly embarrassing. But, this
time…everything has changed. This time, he’s the one man she needs the most. A
stranger has broken into Piper’s home twice, and she feels like someone is following
her. Watching her every move. She needs a professional to help her—so enter Eric
Wilde. He promises her protection, he promises to put his best investigators on her
case, and he even moves her into his house. Suddenly, the guy who has always been
the villain in her life…he’s now playing the role of hero. GUARDING GWEN (Wilde
Ways, Book 2) Gwenevere Solomon is the current “It” girl in Hollywood. The star of a
dozen films, she seemingly has the world at her feet. Gwen’s problem? She also has
one very dangerous stalker at her door. His attacks are getting bolder, and Gwen is
becoming more and more afraid. Because this stalker…he knows secrets that she’s
fought hard to keep buried. Gwen needs protection, and she needs that protection now.
So enter her new leading man…Simon Forrest. Tall, dark, and ever-so deadly, Simon is
the lover she left behind. Or rather, the lover who left her behind. He went off and
became a SEAL, saving the world and riding one adrenaline high after the other. But
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he’s back now, and as part of Wilde’s elite security team, he’s supposed to offer the
best, most discreet protection service in the business. He’ll pretend to be her lover so
the press won’t realize her life is going to hell, and Simon will stop her stalker. But
Simon never got over Gwen, and the fact that she’s been filling the big screen with her
gorgeous self? Yeah, it’s just made her even more tempting…and put her even further
out of his reach. Simon was never good enough for Gwen, and he knew it. This time, he
can help her. He can catch the stalker, unmask the jerk, and keep Gwen shining in her
spotlight. Easy as pie. Or, it should be… BEFORE BEN (Wilde Ways, Book 3) It was a
one night stand with her worst enemy. Ben Wilde was cocky, charming, and sexy as the
best sin. He was also Courtney McKenna’s weakness. Every single inch of his muscled
perfection was trouble and temptation. They’d sparred in the courtroom more times
than she could count, and the tension between them had always been red-hot. One
night should have been all she needed to get the guy out of her head and her dreams.
Only…it wasn’t. Ben Wilde has never believed that opposites attract, but there is
something about button-downed, prim and proper Courtney that has always driven him
wild. And when he gets her in his bed, the attraction he feels for her changes into a
sensual obsession. Sure, they can be enemies in the courtroom, but in the bedroom,
they are meant to be something else entirely.
Some lies won’t stay buried forever… Cherie sees the anger on her husband’s face.
She’s late home from work. Again. He’s always like this when she doesn’t call, and
she’s scared he wouldn’t believe her even if she could tell him the truth. ‘I called in to
see Mum on the way home.’ Cherie didn’t visit her mum, but she can’t say where
she’s been. It’s a secret that, if told, could ruin the lives of everyone around her. But
recently somebody has started sending her messages. Somebody knows what Cherie
has done and they’re ready to tell. When a body of a young man, connected to
Cherie’s past, is found in a shallow grave in a nearby woodland, she is certain the killer
is sending her a message. And when her closest school friend then goes missing, her
worst fears are realised. Someone wants revenge and they’re going to do everything
they can to get it. If you like Angela Marsons, Cara Hunter and Clare Mackintosh, you’ll
love this heart-racing thriller from bestselling author, Carla Kovach. With gripping
suspense and a twist you won’t see coming, Their Silent Graves will have you hooked
from page one. What readers are saying about Their Silent Graves: ????? ‘Loved this
creepy, crazy book! So many dark twists and turns! I couldn’t put it down.’ NetGalley
reviewer ????? ‘WOW, what a great thriller this was! I can't really put into words how
good this book was… Amazing… fantastic.’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘WOW!
Suspense off the charts… Kept me reading through the night.’ Goodreads reviewer
????? ‘Loved this creepy crazy book!! So many dark twists and turns! I could not put it
down.’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘Ding, ding, ding! Another winner in the DI Gina
Harte series… Once you start reading, you don’t want to put it down.’ Goodreads
reviewer ????? ‘So gripping, you are flying through the pages!’ NetGalley reviewer
????? ‘RECOMMEND!!!’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘I was kept on the edge of my
seat with each gruesome murder!’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘Gripping and fastpaced, never a dull moment… I legit did not want to put it down… The ending is so
satisfying and perfect, and I was not able to guess it at all. Loved it.’ Goodreads
reviewer ????? ‘A book that hooks you from the start.’ Goodreads reviewer ?????
‘Wow, this one had a creepy vibe that just did not give up… Once I start, I just cannot
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put down.’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘Clever, complex and unique… I enjoyed each
word.’ Sam’s Common Scents ????? ‘I'm always excited with the prospect of a new
Carla Kovach book, and this certainly proved to be worth waiting for… brilliant.’
NetGalley reviewer ????? ‘Creepy, full of mystery and twists and with plenty of weird
and wonderful suspects along the way. I loved this novel and would definitely
recommend. NetGalley reviewer ‘I was glued to my Kindle until I finished it.’
Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘Another fantastic book in the series.’ Hampshire Book
Lover
Come home to 59 Memory Lane with a new novel from the Kindle Top Ten bestselling
author Celia Anderson! ’A brilliantly original and enchanting tale’ Sun ‘Wonderful
characters make this a great read’ Good Housekeeping

The war is over and blackouts are a thing of the past, except in the village of
Melchester, where the local council has refused to sully its streets with unsightly
lamps. The night is pitch black, but hardly quiet. Young lovers are rendezvousing,
a police constable is helping himself to a few of his neighbor's partridges, and a
poet is going to visit his beloved, a new verse on his lips. She will never hear it,
sadly, for the young man is stopped along his way – stopped forever, by the tight
grip of the garrote. The local constabulary wastes no time reaching out to
Scotland Yard, which sends its best man: the easygoing detective-inspector
Littlejohn. In Melchester he will find unspeakable secrets – and one citizen whose
soul is as dark as the village night.
Eighteen-year-old Astrid Bjorklund has always dreamed of becoming a doctor.
She had intended to study medicine in Chicago or Grand Forks, but when a
disaster wiped out a major portion of her family's income, Astrid stayed home
instead, receiving hands-on training from Dr. Elizabeth. Joshua Landsverk left
Blessing two years ago, but he's never forgotten Astrid. Returning to town, he
seeks to court her. Astrid is attracted to him, and when the opportunity
unexpectedly opens for her to go to Chicago for medical training, she finds it
difficult to leave. Love blossoms through their letters, but upon arriving back
home, she makes a heartbreaking discovery. Will she have to give up love to
pursue her dream?
Terry Goodkind introduces his most unforgettable and deadly character yet. For
fans of Stephen King and Dean Koontz. Angela Constantine is a girl born broken.
The daughter of a meth addict, Angela is convinced she was born a monster.
Haunted by an abusive childhood, she was forced to become a woman far too
soon. And in the process, she became more. Angela Constantine has a secret.
Living in a secluded mountain cabin and juggling several jobs, Angela leads a
double life right under everyone's noses. Because her family's bloodline carries
the ability to recognize killers, she adopts a solitary existence in service of her
own violent mission in life. When she unexpectedly finds herself stalked, Angela
is the only one who knows the truth of what they are about to do. She's an
unlikely hero. She's also our only hope. Angela Constantine is. . . The Girl in the
Moon.
The newest sizzling romance from Audrey Carlan, the #1 New York Times
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bestselling author of the Calendar Girl series. Twice my life changed in a single
day. The first was when I lost my parents. Hand in hand I walked with my big
sister up the steps of Kerrighan House, a foster home for girls. We were lucky to
be met with open arms and a house filled with children just like us. Children
who'd lost everything. From that day forward, we were raised as one big family.
Our bonds of sisterhood were strengthened through shared experience, pain,
sacrifice, and love. Sisters not by blood, but by choice. Soul sisters. The second
day my life changed was on the worst day of my adult life. My boyfriend broke up
with me via text. My sleazy boss hit on me, forcing me to quit a job I desperately
needed. And the cherry on top, was getting pulled over by an FBI Agent. Little did
I know, he'd also save my life that night. From the moment we met, Agent
Fontaine wouldn't dare let me out of his sight. And between his alpha ways, kind
brown eyes, and heroism, I was lost to the man who hid behind his job. But this
agent had a rule: never fall for a woman you've saved. Yet I wasn't just any
woman. I was known among my sisters for taking risks and dreaming big. I was
the wild child of the group. We were raised to appreciate every day as the gift it
was, and not let anything stand in our way. The more I got to know the brooding,
serious FBI man, the more I realized maybe it was my duty to save him.
Through space and time, sisters entwined. Lost then found, souls remain bound.
Three sisters escape the Salem witch trials when the eldest casts a spell that
hurtles their souls forward through time. After centuries separated, fate has finally
reunited them in the present day. One the healer, one the teacher, and one the
deceiver. Will their reunion return their full powers, or end their souls journey
forever? A Witches of BlackBrook novel.
*** THE NUMBER ONE EBOOK BESTSELLER*** ‘A warming testament to the
elasticity and enduring love of true family bonds. I adored this book' Penny
Parkes 'Fresh, funny and utterly fabulous, it’s the perfect holiday read' Heat
‘Feel-good’ Bella ‘A clever concept … with surprises and some shocks in store
for both the reader and the characters ... An endearing, funny and poignant read’
Express The first rule of Sunday Lunch Club is … don't make any afternoon plans.
Every few Sundays, Anna and her extended family and friends get together for
lunch. They talk, they laugh, they bicker, they eat too much. Sometimes the
important stuff is left unsaid, other times it's said in the wrong way. Sitting
between her ex-husband and her new lover, Anna is coming to terms with an
unexpected pregnancy at the age of forty. Also at the table are her ageing
grandmother, her promiscuous sister, her flamboyantly gay brother and a
memory too terrible to contemplate. Until, that is, a letter arrives from the person
Anna scarred all those years ago. Can Anna reconcile her painful past with her
uncertain future? Juliet Ashton weaves a story of love, friendship and community
that will move you to laughter and to tears. Think Cold Feet meets David Nicholls,
with a dash of the joy of Jill Mansell added for good measure. ‘I love Juliet's
writing and this book featured so many wonderful characters. I was left wanting to
join the family at one of their Sunday lunches’ Samantha, Netgalley reviewer ‘A
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joy from start to finish. The relationships within the family ring so true. And the
twists kept me guessing. A beautiful book’ Laura Kemp ‘Romantic and gentle,
and in places really funny, but it has pace and a couple of twists which kept me
reading. The author is good with characters, each with a clear 'voice'’ Penny,
reader review ‘All the characters have their own strong storyline and I enjoyed
finding out how their lives unfolded’ Sarah, reader review ‘A very enjoyable and
entertaining book with an interesting plot, complex characters and some food for
thought. Recommended’ Anna, reader review ‘Absolutely loved this joyful,
entertaining, and fabulously funny book’ Karen, reader review *** Pre-order Juliet
Ashton's brand new novel, The Fall and Rise of Sadie McQueen, publishing in
December 2019, now! ***
MARLA I know exactly what I’d like to put in Trey’s stocking: the biggest lump of
coal I can carry. Unfortunately, I won’t get the chance, because our boss has
delivered an ultimatum: plan the company Christmas party with Trey and learn to
get along, or else. After only one day of trying to plan the Christmas party, I’m
ready to pick the “or else.” Is it possible to learn to get along with the most
aggravating, overprotective, handsome guy I’ve ever known? We’re about to
find out if we can get our names off the naughty list or not.
Miss Julia Delivers the GoodsPenguin Paperbacks
It’s a summer internship. Never mind that the owners are hot. Never mind that
there are three of them. Never mind that they are twice her age. Never mind that
they have a secret “play" room in the basement. Never mind that she’s never
been more intrigued in her life. She only has three months. No matter how deeply
she gets involved, she can’t stay…
“You will not sleep until you are finished with AGENT ZERO. A superb job
creating a set of characters who are fully developed and very much enjoyable.
The description of the action scenes transport us into a reality that is almost like
sitting in a movie theater with surround sound and 3D (it would make an
incredible Hollywood movie). I can hardly wait for the sequel.” --Roberto Mattos,
Books and Movie Reviews CHASING ZERO is book #9 in the #1 bestselling
AGENT ZERO series, which begins with AGENT ZERO (Book #1), a free
download with nearly 300 five-star reviews. The Palestinians decide they want to
make peace with Israel—and they want the U.S. President to broker the historic
treaty on their territory. Agent Zero advises the President against the dangerous
trip, but he insists on going. After a series of dramatic and shocking twists, the
most dangerous 48 hours of Zero’s life ensue, forcing him into an impossible
mission: save the President at all costs. CHASING ZERO (Book #9) is an unputdownable espionage thriller that will keep you turning pages late into the night.
Books #10-#11 are also available! “Thriller writing at its best.” --Midwest Book
Review (re Any Means Necessary) “One of the best thrillers I have read this
year.” --Books and Movie Reviews (re Any Means Necessary) Also available is
Jack Mars’ #1 bestselling LUKE STONE THRILLER series (7 books), which
begins with Any Means Necessary (Book #1), a free download with over 800 five
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star reviews!
I may be a shy, lowly letter carrier, but when my beloved apartment building is
threatened by a mysterious and reclusive billionaire, I’m willing to push the
envelope. I’m going to march right up to Malcolm Blackberg’s fortress of
fierceness and deliver a cease-and-desist notice he can’t refuse. Except as soon
as I get inside his gilded doors, things go sideways—I’m mistaken for Malcolm’s
court-ordered emotional intelligence coach—they think I’m acting out a wacky
postal carrier cosplay. They drag me in, a sacrificial lamb for the big bad. Make
that big, smolderingly sexy bad. So I make up a lesson involving a story about
our building. He doesn’t seem happy. Can he tell that I have no idea what I'm
doing? Before I know it I’m flying around the country, up close and personality
testing the most devilishly exasperating man I’ve ever met. He’s scary for
sure…but the way he sometimes looks at me turns my knees to jelly, and has me
writing love letters to his gorgeous eyes, his mouthwatering smile, his
impressive…package. Our coaching sessions are getting hot-hot-hot, but I can’t
let my guard down. If he ever finds out I’m a first-class fake, I’ll lose everything
I’ve ever loved in this world! *** **The stand-alone romcoms in this series can be
read in any order!** Book 1. Most Eligible Billionaire (Henry & Vicky) Book 2. The
Billionaire’s Wake-up Call Girl (Lizzie & Theo) Book 3. Breaking the Billionaire’s
Rules (Max & Mia) Book 4. The Billionaire’s Fake Fiancée (Rex and Tabitha)
Book 5. Return Billionaire to Sender (Noelle & Malcolm) enemies to lovers
romantic comedy, laugh out loud romcom, humorous romance, funny sexy book,
funny books, funny romance novels, hilarious romance, laugh-out-loud, romantic
comedy bestsellers, best romantic comedy, top romcom, bestselling romantic
comedy, top romantic comedy, top romcom, bestselling romcom 2020, best
romantic comedy 2020, highest rated romantic comedy, funny books, funny
romance novel, light reads, fun reads, funny reads, funny romance books.
The Bad Boy Series Collection I've been in love with Hunter Saint my entire life.
He was my first love and the one I could never forget. Then Fate intervened and
we became enemies. Now, I must go to Hunter on my hands and knees to beg
him to save my brother's life. I'll pay any price to save him. I'll do anything Hunter
wants. Anything… The Bad Boy Series by S. E. Lund's is a sexy new novella
series, featuring a bad boy with a heart of gold and a heroine who can't get him
out of her life or her heart. When Fate forces them back together again, can they
deny what has long simmered between them?
A USA TODAY BESTSELLER 'I'm insisting you date her. Five dates together,
then I'll have this surgery.' Billionaire CEO Connor Stewart is being blackmailed.
By his own grandmother, no less, who is refusing to have life-saving surgery
unless Connor dates Mia Simms, his dull and dowdy marketing employee. For
Violet's sake, Connor agrees to the crazy scheme. There's no risk of breaking his
'short-term only' rule with Mia Simms; she's not the kind of woman Connor is
interested in ... and he's sure she's hiding something. He just doesn't expect it to
be delicious curves and a firecracker personality. Mia Simms is hiding something,
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and it's much more dangerous than her looks. All she wants to do is live life in the
safety of the shadows and avoid discovery. But perhaps a short-term fling is
exactly what she needs to remind her to live. But what if Violet is right to push
them together? Can Mia trust Connor enough to let him see the real person
behind the facade she's built? Or is Violet's little scheme about to put both their
lives in danger?
‘Blew my mind… so magically written and most of all that it is based on true
events… a hard-hitting, soul-crushing book… I loved every moment of it…
immersive, heart-wrenching, I feel emotional writing this review.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars Wanted: Company Daughters. Virtuous young ladies to become
the brides of industrious settlers in a foreign land. The Company will pay the cost
of the lady’s dowry and travel. Returns not permitted, orphans preferred.
Amsterdam, 1620. Jana Beil has learned that life rarely provides moments of joy.
Having run away from a violent father, her days are spent searching for work in
an effort to stay out of the city brothels, where desperate women trade their
bodies for a mouthful of bread. But when Jana is hired as a servant for the
wealthy and kind Master Reynst and his beautiful daughter Sontje, Jana’s future
begins to look brighter. Then Master Reynst loses his fortune on a bad
investment, and everything changes. The house is sold to creditors, leaving Jana
back on the street and Sontje without a future. With no other choice, Jana and
Sontje are forced to sign with the East India Company as Company Daughters:
sailing to a colonial Dutch outpost to become the brides of male settlers they
know nothing about. With fear in their hearts, the girls begin their journey – but
what awaits them on the other side of the world is nothing like what they’ve been
promised… Based on true history, this is a gripping and unputdownable historical
novel, perfect for fans of Girl with a Pearl Earring, The Miniaturist and The Indigo
Girl. WINNER OF THE 2021 GOLDEN CROWN LITERARY SOCIETY AWARD
FOR DEBUT FICTION. FINALIST FOR THE 2021 BISEXUAL BOOK AWARDS.
LONGLISTED FOR THE 2021 HWA DEBUT CROWN AWARD. What readers
are saying about The Company Daughters: ‘Blew my mind… a book I've told so
many people about purely because I'm still in disbelief that it exists, that it's so
magically written and most of all that it is based on true events… a hard-hitting,
soul-crushing book of a woman's struggle to survive… I loved every moment of it.
Breathlessly, and in a way that took up my entire brain… immersive, heartwrenching, and I feel emotional writing this review.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
‘From the moment I started reading The Company Daughters, I was captivated
by this historical tale. Although it does contain a love story, it's not a
romance…This was a gripping read.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘This book is so
stunningly tender and beautiful, all mixed in with some seriously tragic and heartwrenching events… Rajaram is an extremely skilled writer, and I love her writing
style… The themes of sisterhood and female love were so present in this book
and I found it very moving.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘I was enchanted by this book!
It’s a delightful read that will have your emotions all over the place.’ Goodreads
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reviewer ‘I love historical fiction, and this book touched on a topic and time I
knew nearly nothing about…There’s love, there’s loss, there’s surviving, there’s
thriving… It was a very beautiful book.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘The Company
Daughters is a beautifully written love story… a perfect example of the power of
human will and the endurance and hope that love can give a person.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘This book has a beauty and grace to it. The author’s writing
just flows off the page, and although there are struggles and upsets by the time
you close the book over you are filled with a warm glow.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘A
powerful and insightful read. I look forward to reading more historical work by
Samantha Rajaram!’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Heartbreaking… a moving book…
vivid, with amazing characters… This is a great read.’ Goodreads reviewer
Can wacky Christmas jumpers really mend a broken heart? A classic Christmas
Cracker from the bestselling author of The Secret of Orchard Cottage
“This heartfelt, witty addition to women’s fiction will appeal to fans of Elizabeth
Berg and Anna Quindlen.” (Booklist) Georgia Waltz has things many people only
dream of: a plush Manhattan apartment overlooking Central Park, a Hamptons
beach house, valuable jewels and art, two bright daughters, and a husband she
adores, even after decades of marriage. It’s only when Ben suddenly drops dead
from a massive coronary while training for the New York City Marathon that
Georgia discovers her husband—a successful lawyer—has left them nearly
penniless. Their wonderland was built on lies. As the family attorney scours
emptied bank accounts, Georgia must not only look for a way to support her
family, she needs to face the revelation that Ben was not the perfect husband he
appeared to be, just as her daughters—now ensconced back at home with secrets
of their own—have to accept that they may not be returning to their lives in Paris
and at Stanford subsidized by the Bank of Mom and Dad. As she uncovers
hidden resilience, Georgia’s sudden midlife shift forces her to consider who she
is and what she truly values. That Georgia may also find new love in the land of
Spanx and stretch marks surprises everyone—most of all, her. Sally Koslow’s
fourth novel is deftly told through the alternating viewpoints of her remarkable
female protagonists as they plumb for the grit required to reinvent their lives.
Inspiring, funny, and deeply satisfying, The Widow Waltz explores in a profound
way the bonds between mothers and daughters, belligerent siblings, skittish
lovers, and bitter rivals as they discover the power of forgiveness, and healing, all
while asking, “What is family, really?”
Scott Sebastian is a liar. Fitting, since I'm a liar too. Yet there's no place for me in
his glittering world of half-truths. With all our secrets in the open, I should stop
trying. What I've learned should send me running far away. I can't keep pining for
a man in love if I'm not the woman he's in love with. But it's not that easy to
escape the Sebastians. I already knew they owned this city. Now I'll find out if
they also own their son.
Attraction is easy... Falling in love can be hard When Hannah meets Sonny,
she's irresistibly drawn to him: he's sexy and confident, but only in town on
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holiday. That's fine with Hannah - she doesn't do long-term relationships. And
luckily for her, neither does Sonny. But before they can even so much as kiss,
Sonny receives some shocking news and commits to making serious life
changes - ones that can't and won't include romance. With even a short fling now
off the cards, Hannah and Sonny settle for being friends. But as summer hots up
and their chemistry shows no signs of cooling, they start to question their reasons
for shutting each other out. Are they both too broken to find love? And if they tear
down the walls between them, will they still like what's on the other side? 'Gave
me that gorgeous glowing happy feeling you get at the end of a truly uplifting
read' BETH O'LEARY, Sunday Times bestselling author of The Flatshare 'So
unique and moving. I adored every lovely word!' JOSIE SILVER, bestselling
author of One Day in December 'A twisty romance full of Paige's signature
passion and feeling. Classic Paige Toon from beginning to end' LINDSEY KELK,
Sunday Times bestselling author of the I Heart? series 'Heart-wrenching and
uplifting, all in one summery burst' ZOË FOLBIGG, author of The Postcard
'Hilarious, compelling, sexy and warm, with characters so vivid you actually miss
them when it's over... Highly recommended’ LUCY VINE, author of Hot Mess
Praise for Paige Toon: 'You'll love it, cry buckets and be uplifted' MARIAN
KEYES 'Tender, heartbreaking and magical' GIOVANNA FLETCHER 'Heartwarming, wistful and full of joy' LINDSEY KELK ‘Poignant and lovely, warm and
wise’ MILLY JOHNSON 'Family secrets, new horizons and a gorgeous continentcrossing romance . . . prepare to be swept away!' LUCY DIAMOND ‘Warm,
inspiring, like a holiday mood in book form’ MHAIRI MCFARLANE 'For smart,
romantic fiction, look no further than the new book from bestselling Paige Toon'
RED 'Achingly romantic and brilliantly written . . . Five Stars!' HEAT 'Simply
gorgeous' SUN 'You won't be able to put down this emotional read' CLOSER
'Paige Toon is the queen of will-they/won't-they romance, setting up an ending
that will leave you in bits' SUNDAY EXPRESS 'Full of living-in-the-moment and
what-might-have-been contrasts, this tender read pulls at the heart strings'
FABULOUS
‘I loved, loved, loved this so much!!!!!’ Blue Moon Blogger, ????? ‘Stunning!
Impossible to put down!’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Oh my!… Just Wow!’ Red
Headed Book Lady, ????? ‘UNPUTDOWNABLE.’ Book Reviews by Shalini,
????? They find her just as the sun is beginning to rise in the early morning mist.
They had begun at dawn, the group of searchers keen to get going. A missing
child spurred everyone on. In the end, it was a flash of colour, a bright neon pink
that caught her eye. They had been looking for pink. Nothing tests your faith like
being a mother. The first time your children walk to school alone, their first
sleepover, when they finally fly the nest. As a parent, you have to believe that
everything will be OK. It’s why, when Lydia’s sixteen-year-old daughter Zoe
goes on a school camping trip, she has no idea of the horrors that will unfold. It’s
why, when Lydia gets a call saying that her daughter has disappeared, she
refuses to give up. As she searches the mountains, her voice hoarse from calling
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Zoe’s name, she imagines finding her. She envisions being flooded with relief as
she throws her arms around her child, saying, ‘you gave us such a scare’. She
pictures her precious girl safely tucked in bed that evening. It’s why, when they
find Zoe’s body, Lydia can barely believe it. It is unthinkable. Her little girl has
gone. Something terrible happened, she is sure of it. Something made Zoe get
out of her sleeping bag in the middle of the night, walk out of the warmth and
safety of the cabin, into the darkness of the mountains. Driven by the memory of
her youngest child, Lydia needs to find out the truth. What kind of mother would
she be if she didn’t? A heartbreaking, redemptive and beautifully crafted novel
which brings to life a mother’s worst nightmare, questioning how well we ever
really know the people we love the most. Fans of Jodi Picoult, Kerry Fisher and
Liane Moriarty will be blown away by this stirring, unforgettable tale. Readers
absolutely love The Girl Who Never Come Home: ‘Just like wow! So powerful
and sad! I have never read a story quite like this one… I am truly blown away…
Lots of twists and turns that I never saw coming… So very emotional that I had to
have a box of tissues by my side. I stayed up until 5am so that I could finish this
book.’ Red Headed Book Lady, ????? ‘Wow, what a heartbreaking book… A real
page-turner.’ NetGalley Reviewer, ????? ‘Brilliant… UNPUTDOWNABLE… So
powerful that I had to take a few breaths to calm my heart down… A heartwrenching tale… to read in one go. How could I stop myself? Like the mother
Lydia, I needed to know what happened to Zoé. I had to take a few minutes
hugging myself before I could write this review… Left me awed. And the
emotions… Oh the feelings, they left me overwhelmed. My heart just overflowed.’
Book Reviews by Shalini, ????? ‘I’ve read many of Nicole Trope’s books and
this one was by far the best. I’m telling you this woman does not disappoint… I’m
a big fan of Nicole Trope and all her books. I don’t eat or sleep until it is finished.
This one was no exception. I couldn’t put this down for the life of me. I had to
find out what happened to poor Zoe and why. I can’t say enough good things…
Definitely going to be in my top reads of the year.’ Blue Moon Blogger, ?????
‘Will shock you to your very core! 5+ stars! Another stunning MUST-READ from
the mastermind… Masterpiece! It is an emotionally charged, thrilling, and
suspenseful rollercoaster read that is impossible to put down!… An unforgettable,
mind-blowing experience! Keep the tissues nearby, but every tear shed will be
well worth it!… Will fill you with a ferocious and intense need to hug your loved
ones and never let go!.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Her heartbreak is
shattering. I have lost a son and I can honestly say that the writer hits the
emotions perfectly.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Shockingly good!… You just
don’t know when it is going to hit you.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Make sure
to clear some time in your schedule when you start this. I had to read it all at
once.’ Book Worm Down Under, ????? ‘Breathtaking. Your worst nightmare
come to life and I could not put it down… Full of suspense and begged to be read
in one sitting. You cannot put this down until you read the final chapter.’
Goodreads Reviewer, ?????
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It took all of thirty seconds for two shots to bring the world of Margaret Tabaaha
crashing down around her. After losing her husband in Afghanistan during the
first year of Operation Enduring Freedom, her two sons were all she had left.
Now they had been taken from her violently, deliberately, plunging her into a
whiskey bottle and stripping away her reason for living. When Arthur Nakai
receives a call from his first love, Margaret, her voice pleading for his help, it
comes as he is attending a wake for one of the men he considered a brother from
his days in the Marines 6th LAR Wolf Pack Battalion. Feeling a deep and
responsible obligation to help her, Arthur soon finds himself involved in the multibillion-dollar world of the oil and gas industry and coming face-to-face with an old
adversary, Elias Dayton. Their paths had crossed when Arthur was a member of
the Shadow Wolves, an elite tactical unit within US Customs and Border
Protection. Now Dayton runs Patriot Security, a Blackwater-type firm that keeps
the oil rigs, gas wells, and man camps secure from the Water Protectors,
protesters pushing to stop the fracking and poisoning of Native lands. As Arthur
works through the case from his end, Navajo police chief Jake Bilagody tackles it
from another angle, looking into the strained relationship between the oil
company and the Navajo people, all while searching for a missing Navajo man
that may have become an unwilling piece on the reservation checkerboard. But
when Arthur learns the identity of the boys’ killer, he struggles to make sense of
it. Because if the clues are right, he will be forced to make a decision that will
haunt him for the rest of his life.
To Mr. Tate Howard, You are quite possibly the most infuriating, annoying and
grumpy man I’ve ever met in my life. I know you think that you’re God’s gift to
women, but I have a secret to let you in on: you’re not. You’re God’s gift to
yourself. Get over your wanna-be cool surfer self and grow up. I thought it was
time that someone addressed your big head and told you straight to your face
that you're not all that. Just because you have an Ivy league education doesn’t
mean you’re the smartest man in the world. In fact, I’m not even sure if you
would have gotten in if you didn’t have rich parents. Yes, I went there. Every
woman doesn’t want to sleep with you and I’m sure you’re not even good in
bed. And I’m someone that would know. From, Your Secret Not Admirer
Madison walked through the fallen snow, looking left and right. It had been
Kaylee’s idea to use the trail through the forest; she said no one would follow
them. But Madison lost sight of Kaylee for a moment and when she found her
again she wasn’t alone… In the remote forests of Stillwater, Minnesota, you can
scream for days and no one will hear you. So when the bodies of two fifteen-yearold girls are discovered frozen in the snow, Special Agent Nikki Hunt is sure the
killer is local: someone knew where to hide the girls and thought they would
never be found. Though Nikki hasn’t been home in twenty years, she knows she
must take over the case. The Sheriff’s department in Stillwater has already made
a mistake by connecting the girls’ murders to those of a famous serial killer,
refusing to consider the idea that the killer could be someone from town. Then
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another girl’s body is found, a red silk ribbon tied in her hair, and Nikki realizes
that the killer has a connection to her own dark past, and the reason she left
Stillwater. Nikki is not the only person in town who wants those secrets to stay
hidden. Will she be able to face her demons before another child is taken?
Gripping and spine-chilling, The Girls in the Snow will make you gasp, unable to
put it down until the final heart-pounding twist. Perfect for fans of Karin Slaughter,
Lisa Gardner and Robert Dugoni. What readers are saying about The Girls in the
Snow: “This is the thriller that I didn’t know I was waiting for and needed in my
life until I picked it up. SO GOOD. I’m still reeling and trying to catch my breath
from this highly suspenseful and emotionally charged story… I need more ASAP.”
Reading in Autumn, 5 stars “First time reading this author and I couldn’t put it
down. Suspense that will keep you hooked until the very last page. Even when I
wasn’t reading it, I couldn’t stop thinking about it… I had to see what happened.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “A dagger sharp crime thriller. Highly
recommended… I loved Nikki Hunt… Engaging. I never figured out what was going
to happen next until I read it myself.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “This is the first
book in a long time that I’ve given up all household responsibilities, all TV time
for and all my study time for. [I] knew nothing was going to get done outside of
my day job until I finished this book, which I did in 24 hours… Fast-paced and jampacked from start to finish.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Kept me guessing
throughout… This one gets 5 stars, great series starter… a compelling mystery that
had me wondering whodunit right up until the killer was revealed.” Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars “This book was fantastic! Everything about it worked… I was
hooked from page one and didn’t put it down until I was done… I had no idea who
the killer was until it was revealed. This is going to be a must read series!”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Wow!! Stacy Green's The Girls in the Snow opens
with such force… and it keeps going until the very end… this is a top 10 for me!”
NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “Bloody fantastic! I loved this book… I was hanging on
to every word and couldn’t put the book down… full of tension and action and
kept me guessing. Highly recommend this book.” Bonnie’s Book Talk, 5 stars
Carrying his Majesty’s heir... Is she or isn’t she?
The New York Times bestselling author of the Tradd Street novels explores a
Southern family’s buried history, which will change the life of the woman who
unearths it, secret by shattering secret. Two years after the death of her
husband, Merritt Heyward receives unexpected news—Cal’s family home in
Beaufort, South Carolina, bequeathed by his reclusive grandmother, now belongs
to Merritt. In Beaufort, the secrets of Cal’s unspoken-of past reside among the
pluff mud and jasmine of the ancestral Heyward home on the Bluff. This unknown
legacy, now Merritt’s, will change and define her as she navigates her new life—a
life complicated by the arrival of her too young stepmother and ten-year-old half
brother. Soon, in this house of strangers, Merritt is forced into unraveling the
Heyward family past as she faces her own fears and finds the healing she needs
in the salt air of the Lowcountry.
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